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OUR ViSiOn

Strong because we are healthy, active, well-
educated and supportive people.

Prosperous because we have a diversified 
economy, well-run businesses, hard-working 
people and control over our land and resources, 
founded on our aboriginal title and rights.

Sustainable because we honour and 
steward our people and the land to provide a 
good life for current and future generations.

Secwépemc because of who we are.  
We respect, protect and practice our culture, 
language and responsibilities to the land, water 
and all living things.

SkeetcheStn iS a Strong, proSperouS and 

SuStainable community of the SecwéPemc 

nation that reSpectS all people, our culture, 

our land, water and all living thingS.

Our kids. Our Future.

Skeetchesten

Skeetchestn tems qés gwewgwewt re stétchemkt wul le7 sumec-kt ren elye 
ren tmicw tsunemctl’t es xyemstwewckt! ell excwiyt re secwepemculecw 
te kweseltktenkt tsunemctlt es tekwenipl’e7 tek le7 ren tmicw, sellkew, ell 
cxwiyt stem kúlt ren tmicw teculecwtl’t te tmicw xexwiyt re sqéltus t7íweltk 
sqelq’wéltulecw es tskwenstem re tmicw ell es le7s tsucminstem.
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this Comprehensive 

Community 

plan is reflective 

of community 

engagement 

and presents the 

community’s roadmap 

to a Bright Future!

thankS / acknOWLedGeMentS
This plan would not have been possible without the contribution of the community.  It is the input from com-
munity members that makes this a significant and valuable document for leadership to follow.

A special thank you to all members who contributed to the plan, whether through responding to surveys, par-
ticipating in community forums and focus groups, or providing input by other means.  You have helped craft 
the path to a prosperous future.

The quotes included in the document all come directly from community members who participated in the 
planning process.

Thanks to the Community Planning Team who contributed valuable time and energy in guiding the process.  
Team members are:

Emily Bara  Elders representative 
Terry Deneault  Council representative 
Terri Soltys  Youth representative 
France Lamontagne Administration representative 
Holly Deneault  Community Champion.

The Vision statement was translated into Secwépemcstín by Carrol Draney, Christine Simon and Julie 
Antoine. Thank you for sharing your knowledge and for maintaining the language.
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“Quote bla volliquas eiur, quo occulparum voluptam nostis 

secupta quamus aut reium ea quibusaniet faces ea sum nis 

mi, enihillatas et et aut iur, in ra debitas sectio magnissit 

doluptature versped.”

Thanks to Chief and Council who understand the value of investing time and resources in holistic comprehen-
sive planning, providing our roadmap to a bright future.

Chief  Ron Ignace 
Councillor Darrel Draney 
Councillor Gabe Jules 
Councillor Marshall Gonzales 
Councillor Terry Deneault

it is the input from community members that makes this a 

significant and valuable document for leadership to follow.



IntroductIon



what iS the cpp?
how we developed the plan.
how we will uSe the plan.
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the pLan
What is the CCP?
A Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) is a high-level plan that looks at all aspects of a community and 
includes a holistic community-driven process.  The CCP identifies a vision and provides direction on how to 
reach that vision.  The plan includes goals and strategies that guide the community towards the vision.  The 
plan also includes principles that support future decision making and direction. 

This CCP is a tool to build a healthy and sustainable community and improve quality of life for everyone in 
the community.  It enables Skeetchestn to plan for future development in a way that meets the community’s 
needs and aspirations. This plan takes a long-term view and considers all aspects of community life, such as 
governance, land and resources, health, infrastructure development, culture, social issues and the economy 
and as such encompasses all of Skeetchestn Traditional Territory.

How we developed the plan.
Skeetchestn has engaged in a number of different forms of community planning over the years.  The commu-
nity has not, until now, developed a Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) and the time was right to involve 
the community and create a Vision and Goals that will guide planning over the next few decades.  With finan-
cial support from the New Relationship Trust and AANDC,  Skeetchestn contracted with Leslie Lax, STRATEGIC 
Management Consulting to work with the community to develop a Comprehensive Community Plan that 
reflects the community’s hopes, dreams and aspirations.  Over the period November 2014 through June 2015, 
Leslie worked with stakeholders throughout the community to gather input from individuals, leadership, 
administration and management.   

“We have unlimited 

opportunities for 

development here at 

Skeetchestn. With good 

planning and time, 

growth will manifest.”

Comprensive 
Community Plan

Rights and 
Title

Land and 
Resources

Environment

Culture and 
Language

Health

Education

Social

Governance

EconomyInfrastructure
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“Quote bla volliquas eiur, quo occulparum voluptam nostis 

secupta quamus aut reium ea quibusaniet faces ea sum nis 

mi, enihillatas et et aut iur, in ra debitas sectio magnissit 

doluptature versped.”

The work was guided by a Community Planning Team comprised of Holly Deneault (Community Champion), 
Terry Deneault (Council Representative), Emily Bara (Elder Representative), Terri Soltys (Youth Representative) 
and France Lamontagne (Administration Representative).  These team members generously gave of their time, 
energy and enthusiasm to support this project and we would not have the result we do without their input 
and guidance.

Community engagement is the most important piece of the development of a CCP.  We conducted a com-
munity survey that received a response from over 25% of the community, hosted two community gatherings 
with significant community participation and gathered more, in-depth information through focus groups with 
Elders, Chief and Council, Department Managers, the Skeetchestn Community School, The Natural Resources 
Department and Youth.  Having more than one opportunity for participation ensured that each round of com-
munity input served to enrich and confirm the information gathered previously.

In addition, information was incorporated from previous planning efforts including: 

• Skeetchestn Community Development Plan (2007 – 2011); 
• Skeetchestn Indian Band Capacity Development Project (2013); 
• Knucwentwécw Development Corporation’s Economic Development Strategy Report (2013); 
• Social Development Department Survey results (October 2014); 
• Natural Resources Department Business Plan (September 2014); and 
• Skeetchestn Indian Band Strategic Planning Report (February 2015).  

This Comprehensive Community Plan is reflective of community engagement and presents the community’s 
Roadmap to a Bright Future!

the plan includes goals and strategies that guide 

the community towards the vision. the plan also 

includes principles that support future decision 

making and direction. 
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“Our kids are our 

future. education is 

key in all regards. more 

text here and here.”

- Person Said

The CPP is a 

touchstone for 

future plans that 

will describe specific 

objectives, timelines 

and actions.

How we will use the plan.
This plan: 

• Establishes goals, directions and broad development strategies to guide the future growth of the 
  Skeetchestn Indian Band.
• Provides policy guidance for development, programs, budgets, actions and services.
• Provides a framework for coordinating and guiding other planning processes. 

This CCP provides high level vision, goals and strategies and becomes an umbrella, under which all other 
planning falls.  The CCP guides other planning and is a touchstone for future plans that will describe specific 
objectives, timelines and actions.  The following diagram describes the ongoing process for planning with the 
CCP providing overall guidance and direction.
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Vision

Principles

Goals

cOMpRehenSiVe cOMMUnity pLan

land use plan / designated lands plan

• Monitor for success

• Monitor for 
challenges

• Revise plans as 
necessary

• Chief and Council

• Administration

• Departments

• Chief and Council

• Annual Budget

• Five year budget

• Capital Asset Plan

Monitoring
and Review

Financial
Planning

Action
Planning

Strategic
Planning



A BrIEF HIStorY oF tHE 
SKEEtcHEStn IndIAn BAnd



the Secwépemc people have inhabited  
and thrived on thiS land for thouSandS  
of yearS. 
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“Our strong sense 

of community and 

culture and our 

perseverance help 

build our Band to 

bigger and better 

standing.”

SOMe iMpORtant dateS
1763   The Royal Proclamation recognizes Indian land title and rights. 
1858  American miners arrived; 
  Skeetchestn fought alongside the Okanagan and Thompson peoples in response to miners   
  killing First Nations’ people.  The Canyon War was successful in halting the murders.  
1862  Chief Sisiyésq’t declared that the mouth of Savona-Kamloops Lake, 9 miles by 9 miles in area,  
  belongs to SIB Indians. 
1862  Small Pox started in Victoria BC.  Two-thirds of the BC Indian populations perished.  Deadman’s   
  creek reserve was at 122 population at the time, by 1877 there were only 82 SIB Indians left. 
1864 – 1871 Joseph Trutch, Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works reduces the size of reserve lands. 
1868  Residents relocated to the Deadman’s Creek (where SIB currently is located). 
1876  Indian Act reduced our people’s status and rights to that of children.  
1877  Skeetchestn Indian Band reserve was established. 
1878  The Okanagan Shuswap Confederacy was established. 
1910  Memorial to Sir Wilfrid Laurier in which Chiefs from the interior Nations asserted the  
  persistence of Aboriginal title and sovereignty over their respective territories. 
1914 – 1919 Skeetchestn members fought with the Allies in the First World War. 
1916  McKenna-McBride Commission reduces the area of Skeetchestn reserve lands.

1927  Indians agents order trap lines to be registered;  
  Law made it illegal to fundraise for land claims; 
  Grazing permits were established and enforced. 
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“I want future generations to remember the history of our 

community, the hard times, the good times, the building of our 

community into what it is today.”

1933  Fishing permits were established and enforced  
1934  Chief Jimmy Peters challenged the control of the Indian Agent, protesting the lease of Sasses   
  (Horseshoe Island) for mining purposes.  The work went ahead anyway. 
1939 – 1945 Skeetchestn community members fought alongside the Allies in World War II. 
1951  Prohibition on fundraising for land claims was revoked 
1952  The Chiefs resisted controls by the Crown.  
1955  Chief Charlie Draney demanded greater control of funds from Indian affairs; 
  Electricity came to Deadman creek homes; 
  A day school was built in the village. 
1972-1982   This period saw a succession of short term chiefs in office.  
1981  Deadman’s Creek became bankrupt. 
1982  Chief Ron Ignace elected Chief. During that era the fish hatchery was created, Skeetchestn  
  negotiated a partnership with a ginseng farm, and the community school was formed. 
1984  Shuswap Cultural Declaration; 
  Fire-hall and water reservoir were built. 
2007  Establishment of Stk’emlupsemc of the Secwépemc Nation.  Agreements with New Afton and   
  the province of British Columbia soon follow. 
2014   Skeetchestn Landfill closes and Skeetchestn waste management and recycling  
  program begins.

“I want future generations to remember the history of our 

community, the hard times, the good times, the building of our 

community into what it is today.”



tHE PLAn



where are we now?  
where do we want to be?    
how do we get there?
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Our people have 

inhabited and thrived 

on this land for 

thousands of years.

pRincipLeS
The following principles were identified though community engagement while developing the Comprehen-
sive Community Plan.  These principles will be used to guide all future planning and implementation  
processes.

knucwentwécw 

The Secwepemc concept and practice of helping each other.

yecwmenstswécw 
The Secwépemc concept and practice of looking out or caring for each other.

reciprocal accountability
This implies responsibility along with accountability.  We are accountable to each other.

openness and transparency
All planning processes will ensure that information relating to planning are made available to and shared with 
all community members, unless expressly prohibited by Council, provincial or federal government policy or 
legislation.

“honour and respect 

all those whom have 

devoted themselves 

to the betterment of 

our community.”
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“I want future generations to remember the history of our 

community, the hard times, the good times, the building of our 

community into what it is today.”

Stewardship – thinking seven generations
Planning activities will recognise Skeetchestn’s inherent responsibility to protect our lands and resources for 
future generations.

inclusiveness
Community members will be meaningfully engaged in planning and decision making processes.

Senior department staff and leadership will be meaningfully involved in decision making processes to facili-
tate clarity and common understanding between all departments and leadership.

respect
Planning processes will respect the individuality and input from all members of the community.  

The overriding vision, values and goals of this CCP, including future revisions of the plan, will be respected and 
used as a guide and touchstone in future planning.

“I want future generations to remember the history of our 

community, the hard times, the good times, the building of our 

community into what it is today.”

“Parents, grandparents and elders will think about what could 

be done differently and share with future generations.”
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Comprehensive goals 

and strategies help 

us in moving forward 

towards achieving  

the vision.

GOaLS
Goals and strategies help us in moving forward towards achieving the vision.  These are long-term, high-level 
goals guiding future strategic planning.  The goals presented here define the scope of expectations, but do 
not provide specifics around timing and responsibility.  Some measure of responsibility and direction is pro-
vided in the identified strategies.  This plan is intended to be a broad roadmap and specific  planning objec-
tives will be developed through more frequent and focussed strategic and action planning.  Those objectives 
will be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound).  Information on this more de-
tailed process can be found starting on page 42.

Arranged by theme, this section provides a summary overview of each theme area, followed by specific goals 
and strategies.  Eight themes were identified through the planning process.  These are:

• Housing 
• Lands and resources 
• Rights and Title 
• Health 
• Economy 
• Education 
• Culture and Language 
• Governance
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“We are a community that takes pride in where we live.”

HOuSING
Where we are now
Housing on reserve is generally considered to be in reasonable condition and the Housing Department is 
committed to providing fair and equitable services for the community.  Nonetheless, there is an increasing 
demand for housing along with a concern about the length of time required to build new housing stock.  As 
well, there are significant maintenance challenges in some homes.  Some residents are unclear as to who is 
responsible for home and property maintenance and this is complicated by a mix of Band land, Certificates of 
Possession and rental properties.  

There is a desire to see different types of housing available, including multi-family type housing, incorporation 
of traditional and eco-friendly designs and alternative living arrangements for elders.  As well, there is interest 
in individuals pursuing home ownership through conventional financing options.

Effective residential development requires investment in supporting infrastructure including roads, water, 
sewer, and power.  Current infrastructure does support the housing stock and future housing development 
will require further investment.  In addition, there is a need for back-up systems to enable uninterrupted  
service. 
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Where do we want to be?  
Housing Goal 1: 
Skeetchestn members have quality safe, sound, environmentally friendly and energy efficient housing within a 
reasonable time frame.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: The Housing department will explore alternatives to build at least 12 alternative  
   design housing units in the next 5 years. 
 Strategy: Administration will ensure that information on financing options for individual home  
   ownership is available to members and provide support with applications as needed.

Where do we want to be?
Housing Goal 2:  
Skeetchestn has adequate infrastructure (water, sewer, roads, streetlights, etc.) to support current and future 
housing and population. 

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Public Works department will develop a plan to build a back-up water  
   distribution system. 
 Strategy: Housing and Public Works will ensure that future residential development is well   
   planned and that adequate infrastructure is in place. 

“new house designs 

more reflective of our 

culture, environmentally 

friendly and more 

affordable would  

be ideal.”
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Where do we want to be? 
Housing Goal 3:  
Skeetchestn has an effective and inclusive process to determine how housing decisions are made.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Administration will investigate options for improving communication between  
   tenants and the Housing Department.  

Where do we want to be?
Housing Goal 4:  
Properties on Skeetchestn reserve are well-kept and maintained.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Housing and Public Works will develop a policy on property maintenance, landscaping  
   and access responsibilities. 
 Strategy: Housing will develop a plan for providing home owners and tenants with information   
   on maintenance and repair. 
 Strategy: Housing will develop an incentive plan for supporting homeowners in improving   
   maintenance of their own homes and properties. 
 Strategy: Administration will share information on how and where to dispose of household   
   waste and garbage.

“getting rid of old trucks, cars and derelict houses, and 

encouraging junk-free yards would be a good starting point to 

making our valley more attractive and inviting.”
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LANDS AND RESOuRCES
Where are we now?
The traditional territory of Skeetchestn lies in south-central British Columbia.

Within this territory are four reserves and a two parcels of fee-simple land.  The main reserve (~ 7,970 ha) is 
located approximately 10 km west of the village of Savona in the Deadman’s River valley.  The Marshy Lake 
reserve (~68 ha) is located roughly 3 km east of the north end of Snohoosh Lake and two small reserves are 
adjacent to Hihium Lake.  

Three ranches have been purchased. The Ronny Craig ranch is currently in process of being added to Reserve.  
The X-J and Bob George Ranches are both currently held in fee simple title.

Since time immemorial Skeetchestn has taken a stewardship approach to managing lands and resources.  
The Shuswap people have a deep-rooted connection to the land base, travelling throughout their traditional 
territory to fish, hunt, gather plants and medicine and trade.  The Band practices sustainable management of 
eco-systems, forest, range and water resources, including maintaining community values for wildlife, fisheries 
and plants within the traditional territory.

since time immemorial 

skeetchestn has 

taken a stewardship 

approach to managing 

lands and resources. 
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“I dream of seeing our 

ranches operating in 

full swing.”

Where do we want to be?
Land and Resources Goal 1:  
 Skeetchestn utilises and stewards our lands and resources to the highest and best sustainable    
 economic and social value.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Natural Resources Corporation and Administration will lead the development of a land  
   use plan for use of reserve lands. 
 Strategy: Knucwentwécw Development Corporation will lead the development of a land use   
   plan for economic development (designated) lands.  The planning process will ensure   
   the plan reflects community interests and land capability. 
 Strategy: Natural Resources Corporation will have management plans (range, watershed,   
   wildlife, etc.) in place to ensure effective harvesting and stewardship of  natural  
   resources. These plans will  include consultation with all parties, including  
   extractive industries.  
 Strategy: Knucwentwécw Development Corporation and Natural Resources Corporation will   
   lead the development of plans to best utilise the Bob George and X-J ranch  
   properties including a clear set of policies around access and use. 
 Strategy: Natural Resources Corporation will explore the potential for local conservation officers.   
   This will include an assessment of costs and training requirements. 
 Strategy: Natural Resources Corporation will ensure that information on land acquisitions  
   (location, extent, uses, etc.) are effectively communicated to members.  
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Where do we want to be? 
Lands and Resources Goal 2:  
 Skeetchestn demonstrates respect for the land by ensuring that the land base and facilities are  
 well maintained.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Administration will develop a plan to ensure that public sites are free of junk and litter   
   and that the graveyard is well maintained. 
 Strategy: Administration and Natural Resources Corporation will explore the feasibility of  
   developing and implementing a plan to impose penalties for those abusing the land   
   (dumping, for example).

“We must be ecologically responsible; by keeping our land 

and water clean, being self-sustained through agriculture and 

horticulture, re-use energy and recycle.”
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“We must continue to 

fight for rights and title 

so future generations 

can hunt and fish and 

live off the land.”

RIGHTS AND TITLE
Where are we now?
Rights and title can be thought of as jurisdiction and ownership.  Skeetchestn continues to gain success in  
asserting our rights and title in the face of sustained opposition from federal, provincial and local govern-
ments and industry.  The community has been successful in asserting rights through agreements with industry 
and government and this campaign will continue until our rights and title have been fully accepted in law and 
in practice.

There are implications from Bill C31 amendments to the Indian Act that still need to be fully worked out in 
Band policy.  In particular, membership and status rights need to be resolved in formal policy.

The Sir Wilfrid Laurier Memorial remains a keystone in asserting Rights and Title and in framing how we work 
together and with neighbours and guests in our territory.
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Where do we want to be?
Rights and Title Goal 1:  
 Skeetchestn asserts our rights and title to ensure continued access to and control of our lands    
 and resources for current and future generations. 

 hOW dO We get theRe? 

 Strategy: Skeetchestn takes a unified, consistent and persistent approach to asserting rights  
   and title. 
 Strategy: Skeetchestn will develop a plan to allow and encourage maximum community use of   
   the land, establishing occupancy and confirming our rights. 
 Strategy: Natural Resources Corporation will continue to develop cultural heritage studies to   
   develop inventories and confirm rights and historical use of the land. 
 Strategy: Skeetchestn will draw on existing practice in Canada and internationally to understand  
   issues relating to intellectual property rights pertaining to traditional knowledge  
   and practice.

Where do we want to be?
Rights and Title Goal 2:  
 Skeetchestn Members understand the issues and the community’s approach relating to rights    
 and title.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Band Council and Administration will ensure transparent communication with  
   members of all ages on issues relating to rights and title, except where such  
   communication may have a negative impact on negotiations. 
 Strategy: Administration will share with membership the names and professional profiles of   
   those supporting Skeetchestn in exercising rights and title.

Where do we want to be?
Rights and Title Goal 3:  
 Skeetchestn Chief and Council and Administration have a clear policy on status and membership   
 rights, including rights of future generations.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Chief and Council and Administration will review and if necessary amend the current   
   policy on Band membership rights, including inter-generational rights. 
 Strategy: Administration will assist community members who wish to regain their rightful   
   names that may have been taken away during church and government 
   registration processes.
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“I see my community 

steeped in healing and 

holistic wellness.”

HEALTH
Where are we now?
Skeetchestn provides an array of health related services and supports to community members.  In partnership 
with Q’wemtsín Health Society the Skeetchestn Health Clinic provides on-reserve access to health services 
including medical (conventional and naturopathic), dental, counselling and wellness related programming in 
addition to home and community care.  Skeetchestn also provides a number of wellness related resources to 
members including extended health and dental benefits and information sessions focussed on specific health 
issues.

Skeetchestn supports healthy lifestyles through health and wellness programming that includes Zumba, Ka-
rate, an annual 5km fun run and other physical activity programs.

Since Skeetchestn is a reasonably small and remote community, health services cannot always be provided 
on reserve.  This is a cause of frustration for some members and while there is recognition of costs related to 
servicing a small community, there is also desire to see services enhanced where possible.

Where do we want to be? 
Health Goal 1:  
 Skeetchestn residents are mentally and physically active and healthy.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Youth are encouraged to adopt a more active lifestyle.  Those active in sports need to   
   be recognised.
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 Strategy: Encourage coaches to step up and support youth and adult programs. 
 Strategy: Reconnect with the land to improve community health through strengthening  
   traditional values, practices and sense of community. 
 Strategy: Review current needs and preferences for elders’ care, then develop and implement a   
   plan to meet those needs. 
 Strategy: Continue with, and enhance where necessary, existing community health and  
   wellness programs.  Focus on preventative measures, so people take responsibility to   
   become  informed, understand and act on opportunities to improve their own health.  
 Strategy: Identify and plan to reduce health related issues and costs within the workplace.  This   
   includes maintaining a healthy workforce and reducing absenteeism.  
 Strategy: Review mental health needs within the community and develop and implement a  
   plan to provide timely access to services as needed.

Where do we want to be?
Health Goal 2:  
 Skeetchestn residents have timely access to appropriate medical services.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Review current transportation programs and service levels and investigate options for   
   enhancing access to off-reserve medical services. 
 Strategy: Review the feasibility and costs related to a fund for pre-paying members’ medical   
   services costs covered under extended benefit programs.  These expenditures will be   
   reimbursed by program recipients. 
 Strategy: Educate community members on what health service demands cost to assist with   
   developing acceptable cost-effective approaches. 
 Strategy: Walking on two legs.  Explore opportunities for introducing traditional medicine and   
   healing services. 
 Strategy: Explore securing access to virtual medical services where appropriate.

Where do we want to be?
Health Goal 3:  
 Skeetchestn is a community free of drug dealers.

 hOW dO We get theRe? 
 Strategy: Develop a program including materials and support to ensure Skeetchestn is a  
   community free of drug (including prescription drugs) and alcohol abuse.
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ECONOMY
Where are we now?
The Secwépemc people have long sustained economic activity on the land.  This includes hunting, fishing, 
food and medicine gathering, agricultural activity and trading.  The healthy relationship with the land allowed 
the community to be self-sufficient, as witnessed during the great depression when the community was able  
to feed itself while others were not.  This traditional economic activity will continue and may even grow.

Skeetchestn continues to have tremendous economic opportunity and the Band has capitalised on some of 
those opportunities.  Successful commercial enterprises including the Big Sky Station (a gas service station, 
convenience store and restaurant), Painted Rock Aggregates and business opportunities through the Natural 
Resources Corporation all contribute revenue and employment to the community.  In addition, Band opera-
tions and administration provide employment opportunities.

Skeetchestn has also concluded agreements with industry and government that recognise the economic 
contribution of resources within the traditional territory.  These agreements will continue to be pursued so 
that the community can reap maximum economic benefits while continuing to steward the land and natural 
resources.

Technology plays an important role in today’s business development and while there is internet and cell cover-
age in the community these services could be expanded and improved.

The community can build on its rich cultural heritage to leverage unique business offerings.  These might 
include a cultural and education centre, a hotel and conference centre, retail outlets and agricultural produc-
tion and processing.  There may also be opportunities in alternative energy production.  This requires focussed 

“I want to see 

Skeetchestn continue 

to be prosperous 

and innovative while 

respecting our culture 

and traditions”.
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planning and careful assessment of the infrastructure requirements as well as financial feasibility of each op-
portunity to build partnerships and create long-term employment and revenue streams for the community.

Where do we want to be?
Economy Goal 1:  
 Skeetchestn creates wealth, revenue and employment for greater community self-reliance balancing   
 western and traditional values.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Develop business opportunities that generate economic value from traditional uses. 
 Strategy: Identify and provide training for business planning and development. 
 Strategy: Support locally owned businesses through compiling an inventory of member owned   
   businesses and encouraging a buy-local attitude. 
 Strategy: understand and recognise the value of the internal / local economy and utilise that   
   resource to best advantage.  
 Strategy: Review current internet and cell-phone coverage and develop and implement plans to  
   extend coverage and increase bandwidth to facilitate economic development. 
 Strategy: Explore business opportunities in agriculture, including ranching, hot-house  
   production, agri-food processing and cooperative approaches to production  
   and marketing. 
 Strategy: Focus business development opportunities on those that create local employment   
   while maintaining positive financial returns. 
 Strategy: Build on the land-use plan for the designated lands to develop a prospectus for  
   economic development and business partnerships.  

“I see our own resort lodge surrounded by orchards and 

gardens next to a cultural centre. We could produce crafts, art, 

foods, medicine and showcase and teach our traditions.”
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“keep our school going 

with a high standard 

of education adding 

culture and language.”

EDuCATION
Where are we now?
Educating individuals is a life-long process that involves a multitude of stakeholders and resources, com-
mitment by the learner and a range of learning methods and opportunities.  Education includes supporting 
holistic development of the individual in cultural, social, health and academic related aspects.  Skeetchestn 
provides these opportunities from childhood to adulthood and into the elder years.  Significant programming 
and resources are available to community members.  

The Skeetchestn Community School is an excellent institution providing a safe and culturally relevant learn-
ing environment for Kindergarten to Grade 12 students.  Other programming needs are provided through the 
Education Department.  These include pre-school programs, continuing education, adult life-skills, support for 
post-secondary studies including university and trades training, other work related skills development includ-
ing driver training, special certification and work readiness programs.  In some cases the training is provided 
on reserve while in others, learners are supported in accessing the programs they require.

Education is such an important aspect of community life, so it is not surprising that there is a strong interest in 
increasing access to education opportunities at all ages and at all levels of learning.  

Where do we want to be?
Education Goal 1:  
 Community members have access to quality education and life-long learning, on and  
 off-reserve, which supports graduation, preserves traditional knowledge and values and is  
 beneficial to the individual and the community, ultimately for future generations.
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 hOW dO We get theRe? 

 Strategy: Support community members in reaching their best potential through addressing   
   their individual needs as resources allow.  
 Strategy: Encourage education in areas that are needed by the community. 
 Strategy: Encourage youth / students to come back to the community after graduation  
   and qualification. 
 Strategy: Explore the feasibility of a cultural education centre to promote and educate on  
   traditional knowledge and practices that develop community pride in who we are a 
   nd where we come from. 
 Strategy: Develop an understanding of post-secondary education needs, both in terms of access  
   to learning and financial resources needed for success, and plan for future financial   
   requirements.  This will allow clear communication of budgetary needs and provide   
   decision-support information for budget preparation. 
 Strategy: Explore needs for music, sports, cultural and arts programs and plan to provide  
   additional programming where feasible. 
 Strategy: Develop a feasibility and business plan for providing daycare spaces for children in  
   the community.   
 Strategy: Develop a program of ongoing educational opportunities to enhance the skills and   
   knowledge of employees in their current positions.

Where do we want to be?
Education Goal 2:  
 Skeetchestn Community School continues to be the heart of the community, providing a loving,  
 respectful, traditional and safe learning environment.  

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Review the physical space needs at Skeetchestn Community School and develop a   
   plan to design, finance and build any additional required space.  
 Strategy: Encourage parents and caregivers to be partners in their child’s education, working   
   closely with school staff and other stakeholders. 
 Strategy: Review Skeetchestn Community School’s graduate performance in post-secondary   
   education and plan for support programs to facilitate post-secondary success,  
   if needed. 
 Strategy: Develop and implement a communications plan that shares information on school   
   curricula, student success and post-secondary opportunities
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CuLTuRE AND LANGuAGE
Where are we now?
Connection to our land (Secwépemcuĺecw), language (Secwépemcstín) and cultural and spiritual customs and 
practice define the Skeetchestn community.  Fishing, Hunting and plant gathering for food and medicines has 
long sustained the community.

Not only do cultural practices help define the Skeetchestn community, but strengthening and internalising 
those traditions and values will help mitigate the effects of racism and discrimination and engender pride in 
person and community.  This strength leads to success in daily life and interactions with others.

The Secwépemc language, culture and way of life are being threatened by the results of historical actions by 
state and church and current tendencies to assimilation.  The community is committed to re-invigorate the 
culture, language and spiritual traditions by learning from the elders and passing knowledge on to their  chil-
dren and grandchildren.

Where do we want to be?
Culture and Language Goal 1:  
 Community members understand and practice Secwépemcstín and Secwépemc culture  
 and traditions.

“It would be nice to 

hear the children 

speaking fluently in 

their language.”
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 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Hold more cultural workshops and include ongoing practice to make it a  
   lived experience. 
 Strategy: Host field schools so people can learn in a more practical way – learning by doing. 
 Strategy: Start telling our stories to younger kids so learning begins at an early age. 
 Strategy: Host language immersion camps. 
 Strategy: Explore opportunities for using Secwépemcstín in everyday conversation at work, at   
   school and at home.  
 Strategy: Examine the feasibility of creating a Shuswap Centre of Learning for language and   
   traditions.  This will be a cultural and interpretive centre that is a hub for sharing art,   
   history and archaeological finds, with a pit-house, sweat lodge and amphitheatre. 
 Strategy: Provide and encourage opportunities for teachers, parents and adults to learn the   
   language and culture to support kid’s learning. 
 Strategy: Explore different ways for teaching language.  Different elders teach differently.   
   Different people learn differently and at different speeds.  Find out how people want   
   to learn and how they learn best and adapt teaching methods to achieve success.

“Skeetchestn is a treasure, a good place to live. We must 

maintain our relationship with the land, respect nature and 

wildlife, preserve the knowledge of our traditional medicines, 

teach the younger generation how to fish and hunt, how to can 

and preserve food.”
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GOVERNANCE
Where are we now?
Skeetchestn has well established leadership and administrative structures to service and support the commu-
nity.  Significant progress has been made in developing a transparent and effective governance and adminis-
trative framework including strong laws, bylaws, policies and procedures.  

The community appreciates those willing to step up to political office and want to see leaders who continue to 
be strong, respectful, responsible and considerate of community interests.  Leadership is expected to have the 
ability to understand administrative and financial documents and processes while at the same time keeping 
traditional laws, stewardship and cultural practices top of mind.

The community has expressed an interest in seeing even more transparent governance and administration, 
enhancing opportunities for community input to Council decisions and effective communication between 
Chief and Council and the community.  Members need to be informed on bylaws, policies and procedures and 
this is an interactive endeavour where information is accessible and members take responsibility for becoming 
informed.

Community health and safety is the paramount responsibility of Council and administration and there is an 
expectation that infrastructure and equipment is in place to deliver services to the community.

Where do we want to be?
Governance Goal 1:    
 Skeetchestn is governed by dedicated, competent people who honour community interests  
 and needs.  

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Ensure there is appropriate continuing administrative education to help councillors   
   understand administrative documents, processes and procedures.   
 Strategy: Ensure continuing cultural education for councillors. 
 Strategy: Chief and Council have an effective communications plan to facilitate information   
   sharing that understands different stakeholders have different communication needs. 
 Strategy: Ensure that there is adequate opportunity for appropriate community input, and that   
   council decisions are transparent and clearly communicated.

Where do we want to be?
Governance Goal 2:  
 Skeetchestn has effective, responsible and transparent administration that provides the best possible   
 service to the community.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Ensure that there are appropriate cultural and work related educational opportunities   
   to enhance the competence of administrative staff. 
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 Strategy: Review laws, bylaws, policies and procedures to ensure they are up to date and  
   reflective of council decisions.  
 Strategy: Ensure that laws, bylaws, policies and procedures are well documented and accessible   
   by the community. 

Where do we want to be?
Governance Goal 3: 
 Skeetchestn has the infrastructure and equipment to support efficient service delivery.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Identify infrastructure and equipment needs on a regular basis and develop plans to   
   purchase and implement upgrades and extensions as necessary.

Where do we want to be?
Governance Goal 4: 
 Skeetchestn commits to effective planning process, including setting measurable objectives, action   
 plans, monitoring, evaluation and program review to ensure services are relevant and continue to   
 meet community needs and aspirations.

 hOW dO We get theRe?

 Strategy: Develop a clear planning cycle that includes review of the CCP, strategic, financial and   
   action planning that is monitored and adapted as necessary.

“We need strong, 

honest leadership 

that pays attention to 

Band input.”



HoW do WE KnoW WE  
HAVE ArrIVEd?



planning. 
implementing. 
monitoring.
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hOW dO We knOW We haVe aRRiVed?

planS, no matter how well 

developed, need to be implemented, 

monitored, reviewed and adapted if 

they are to Succeed.  

The typical planning cycle was presented earlier on in this document.  This section provides a review of that 
planning cycle, including a description of the various types of planning and a time period for that planning.  It 
is critical that planning is undertaken through a cyclical process.  That is, the processes are repeated and there 
is effective feedback between the various levels of planning.  This helps to ensure that plans are well construct-
ed and well executed and can change with changing circumstances.

Comprehensive Community Plans are intended to provide high-level guidance to other more frequent plan-
ning processes.  The Comprehensive Community Plan is a living document, but like a tree, growth is slow and 
steady and responsive to environmental conditions.  The CCP must reviewed on a regular basis, say every six 
years or so.  These reviews are best undertaken through a review of progress to date, reports to the commu-
nity and consultation on whether the plan remains reflective of community values.  The plan should only be 
changed in face of changing conditions in the community.

Strategic planning is a process used to develop specific measurable objectives to move the community to-
wards the goals expressed in the CCP.  Strategic planning is best undertaken every two years, with monitoring 
and evaluation of progress in meeting objectives every six months.  

Financial planning, or budgeting, is used to allocate the resources needed to implement the strategic plan.  
Without appropriate resources, no plans will ever be effectively implemented.  Financial planning is generally 
done on an annual basis, with longer tem planning for capital acquisition and larger equipment purchases.  
Longer term planning is also used for infrastructure and equipment maintenance purposes.

Action planning is the process used to actually make the plans come true.  Action planning involves laying 
out the activities, responsibilities and timelines for getting things done.  These are typically developed at the 
departmental level and reflect the goals and objectives in the strategic plan.  Action planning starts annually 
and needs to be reviewed every 3 months to ensure progress is on track.
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Monitoring and evaluation is the process used to check on 
progress towards achieving goals and objectives.  This involves 
measuring what has been done against what was planned and 
developing options for correcting action plans where progress 
is slow or there are challenges to implantation.

Skeetchestn must be committed to fully engage in the plan-
ning process in order to keep the plan alive.  We have a good 

beginning in the Comprehensive Community Plan.  Now we 
must continue to create strategic, financial and action plans, 

implement those plans and monitor and evaluate our actions to 
make sure we achieve our goals.
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Financial	  planning,	  or	  budgeting,	  is	  used	  to	  allocate	  the	  resources	  needed	  to	  implement	  the	  
strategic	  plan.	  	  Without	  appropriate	  resources,	  no	  plans	  will	  ever	  be	  effectively	  implemented.	  	  
Financial	  planning	  is	  generally	  done	  on	  an	  annual	  basis,	  with	  longer	  tem	  planning	  for	  capital	  
acquisition	  and	  larger	  equipment	  purchases.	  	  Longer	  term	  planning	  is	  also	  used	  for	  infrastructure	  
and	  equipment	  maintenance	  purposes.	  
	  
Action	  planning	  is	  the	  process	  used	  to	  actually	  make	  the	  plans	  come	  true.	  	  Action	  planning	  
involves	  laying	  out	  the	  activities,	  responsibilities	  and	  timelines	  for	  getting	  things	  done.	  	  These	  are	  
typically	  developed	  at	  the	  departmental	  level	  and	  reflect	  the	  goals	  and	  objectives	  in	  the	  strategic	  
plan.	  	  Action	  planning	  starts	  annually	  and	  needs	  to	  be	  reviewed	  every	  3	  months	  to	  ensure	  
progress	  is	  on	  track	  
	  
	  

The	  Planning	  Cycle	  
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Monitoring	  and	  evaluation	  is	  the	  process	  used	  to	  check	  on	  progress	  towards	  achieving	  goals	  and	  
objectives.	  	  This	  involves	  measuring	  what	  has	  been	  done	  against	  what	  was	  planned	  and	  
developing	  options	  for	  correcting	  action	  plans	  where	  progress	  is	  slow	  or	  there	  are	  challenges	  to	  
implantation.	  
	  
Skeetchestn	  must	  be	  committed	  to	  fully	  engage	  in	  the	  planning	  process	  in	  order	  to	  keep	  the	  plan	  
alive.	  	  We	  have	  a	  good	  beginning	  in	  the	  Comprehensive	  Community	  Plan.	  	  Now	  we	  must	  continue	  

Strategic	  Planning	  

Financial	  Planning	  

Monitoring	  and	  Evaluation	  

Action	  Planning	  

Comprehensive	  Community	  Planning	  
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